
SATANAS  

-High Priest Mageson666 

 

Shiva the [svarupa meaning White] God in the West is known as Dionysus [Zeus] the 

archetypical God Of Europe. Dionysus's most ancient name is Saba this is Sava the V and B 

are double letters. SAVA is an ancient spelling of Shiva, it’s also SAIVA. Zeus was also called 

Sandan which is Santan, Satan. 

 

Something I stated before is Shiva in His highest aspect of god the being of the perfected five 

elements, the divine androgynous god. Is called SADA. This is SATA, the D and T are double 

letters. Showing what SATA is union of soul SA and body TA. It might also be the SABA or 

SAVA is actually SATA as well. SATAN is the original name of the White God. Which is why 

the Jews hate and fear this name so much. SA is soul and TA is body unified together. By the 

serpent energy which is SATANAS, the devil is the serpent. And the serpent brings eternal 

life and enlightenment.  

 

Kularnave Tantra: The body the temple of god. The living being is the image of SADA Shiva. 

Shiva in His aspect of being. The adept pronounces the identification formula "I am he" to 

worship the body is thus to worship the god whose image it is we worship the god by 

worshipping his work. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

If you note SAT means being in Sanskrit this is also SATA in its full form hence SATA Shiva. 

The "I AM" is NAS you can note this in Egypt [Araya is the ancient name of Egypt, Sanskrit 

was their language] with I am, being NUS its NAS. I am he, is I am being [SAT]. SATANAS is 

the formula of being mentioned in this text. The temple is called NAOS in Greek this is also 

NAS. Which is the microcosm of the god. SADA Shiva is the serpent god. And Naos being 

Nous in Latin the term for the Greek word Logos [God]. Meaning SATA is the name [of God] 

SATANAS is the original name of God on earth. 


